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DESIGN
  Confidence in 
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Water Views The pool area 
takes advantage of the stunning 
waterfront setting. A pair of antique 
urns anchor one end; the McKinnon 
and Harris outdoor furniture wears 
a Sunbrella canvas. See Resources.

QUEEN ANNE
REVIVAL BY JAMIE MARSHALL | PHOTOGRAPHY BY KEITH SCOTT MORTON AND ERIC RICHARDS
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A HISTORIC HOME RETURNS TO ITS  
CLASSIC ROOTS WITH A FRESH NEW LOOK

AS SEEN IN



Sound Living (above) At 
the rear of the home, 

steps lead to a private 
beach. Landscaping is by 
Wesley Stout Associates. 

Design Details The 
elegant turreted entry foyer 

(right and top) designed 
by Christopher Pagliaro 
of Christopher Pagliaro 

Architects features 
ceramic floor tiles through 
Greenwich Tile & Marble. 

Interior designer Cindy 
Rinfret (far right) opens a 
door that sports custom 

Rocky Mountain hardware 
finished in white light 

bronze. See Resources.
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HEN ONE LONGTIME GREENWICH COUPLE LEARNED THEIR DAUGHTER 
and son-in-law were looking for a house in Darien, they decided to follow suit, trading in their home for 
a storied place on Long Neck Point. “I’m addicted to Zillow,” the wife says. “One day, while searching for 
homes for her, I added a couple of zeros just for fun. I saw this beautiful structure and unbelievable view. 
I thought it would be a great project, perfect for empty nesters and grandbabies.”

Like the area in which it’s set, the Queen Anne house has a lively history. It was built as a carriage 
house in the 1860s, and changed hands many times over the years, undergoing multiple renovations. It 
was owned briefly by actor Christopher Plummer, best known as Captain von Trapp in The Sound of 
Music. By the time the current owners came on the scene, the home had lost much of its charm. “It was 
very rustic inside,” says the wife. “I am not a rustic person, and I credit Cindy with having the vision 
and the ability to glam it up.” That would be Cindy Rinfret, the Greenwich-based designer with whom 
the clients have done multiple projects. In addition to reviving the interiors, they tasked Rinfret with 
integrating the antiques, artwork and furnishings they have collected over the years, while still maintain-
ing the integrity of the carriage house feel. “She incorporated 98 percent of our belongings,” says the wife. 
“It immediately felt like home to us and that tickled us pink.”

Before Rinfret worked her design magic, architect Christopher Pagliaro worked his. In addition to 
taking down some interior walls and moving a staircase, Pagliaro conceived a new corner entry that W



Light & Bright (top) In the family room, a pair of vintage armchairs are from the Antique & Artisan Gallery; an oak-and-
concrete coffee table from Mr. Brown edges a Lewis Mittman sectional. A wall of windows is framed by Cowtan & Tout 
drapes. The area rug is through Patterson Flynn & Martin. Kitchen Magic (left and opposite page) Dog bowls are built 
into one end of the kitchen island. A trio of Vaughan lighting fixtures hang above the custom island, which is topped 
with quartzite through Dushi Marble & Granite. Counter stools are from Hickory Chair; valance is by Cowtan & Tout.  
The floor tile is AKDO through Greenwich Tile & Marble; cabinet hardware is Rocky Mountain. See Resources.

enhanced the symmetry of the house rather than detracting from it. “The original entry was a little  
awkward and disorganized, which is why the selection of a new entry point was important,” notes  
Pagliaro. The turreted addition features walls of glass that create a space that is bright and welcoming. 

Rinfret and her senior designer Taylor Lagerloef then sought to bring the house back to its more 
formal and authentic roots, while lightening the interiors and giving them an airy, waterside feel. “The 
property was not being honored very well. We wanted to restore the integrity,” says Rinfret. “So we 
added details that would feel as if they were original to the house.”

The open floor plan downstairs adds to the sense of spaciousness and flow. The designer started by 
cerusing much of the wood throughout, including the original barn doors that open to the library. In the 
family room, a custom area rug with “blue and stone and bits of brown and cerusy colors set the overall 
palette,” Rinfret says. She carried the house’s original transom detailing into the dining, living and family 
rooms, as well as the entry vestibule. Period details and plaster moldings hearken back to the home’s 19th-
century provenance, while decorative touches keep the mood light. “We tried to make her antiques feel 
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Color Waves 
Vibrant yellow 

mudroom cabinetry 
(this page) is through 

Effeti USA. The 
floor is composed 

of glazed porcelain 
tiles from Stone 

Source. The 
pendant light is 

by Lightology. The 
living room Womb 
chair and ottoman 

(opposite page), 
originally designed 

by Eero Saarinen  
for Knoll, are 

through Design 
Within Reach.  

See Resources.

Formal Affair A pair of custom 
J.D. Staron area rugs ground 
the living room’s separate 
seating areas. The ornamental 
moldings were done by Balmer 
Architectural Mouldings. A 
pale blue glazed Phillip Jeffries 
grasscloth wallcovering 
complements Holland & Sherry 
drapes. See Resources.
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Fine Dining (above) The client’s 
own furniture and chandeliers hold 

center stage in the dining room, 
where two tables offer a variety 
of seating arrangements. Walls 
are dressed in a Phillip Jeffries 

grasscloth, the ornamental ceiling 
work is by Balmer Architectural 

Mouldings, and the hand-
knotted area rug is from J.D. 

Staron. Perfect Gems (right) In 
the downstairs powder room, a 
retrofitted 18th-century console 

from Marston Luce Antiques 
holds an antique French sink 

basin from Relics. The floor is 
inlaid marble and stone by New 

Ravenna through Greenwich Tile & 
Marble; and the Formations mirror 

is through Holly Hunt. Walk This 
Way (far right) The flooring in the 
first-floor hallway was finished by 
Stephen Gamble. See Resources.

Reading Room (right) 
The barn doors that 

open to the library are 
original and updated 
with Rocky Mountain 

hardware. The walls are 
lined with a Schumacher 

navy faux leather with 
antique brass nail heads; 

the ceiling sports a 
hand-inlaid wood veneer 

from Maya Romanoff. 
The Lewis Mittman 

settee wears a Cowtan 
& Tout velvet and Kravet 

throw pillows. 
See Resources.
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Bath Time (opposite 
page) The serene mood 

of the master bathroom 
is enhanced by the 

Fabricut wallcovering’s 
pearlescent finish and 
Carrara marble vanity 

top from Dushi Marble & 
Granite. See Resources.

Serene Retreat (top)  
In the master suite, 

the bed is flanked by a 
pair of Visual Comfort 

sconces. A Pilgrim 
Hearth firescreen sits 

below an RH wall mirror. 
The marble English 

Regency–style mantel is 
from Jamb in London.

See Resources.

fresh and new within a relaxed waterside setting,” explains Rinfret. “Think jeans and a silk shirt.” 
Case in point: A full bath downstairs was transformed into a jewel box of a powder room that features 

a washbasin set into an antique table and hand-embroidered Crezana grasscloth walls. Or the living 
room, where decorative ceiling moldings are the perfect foil for a pair of Charles Winston crystal chan-
deliers. In the entry foyer, transoms create a bright and airy space, while the patina of a ceramic tiled floor 
makes it look like it’s always been there. In the library, faux navy leather walls add a contemporary pop, 
and the ceiling sports a Maya Romanoff wallcovering that’s elegant and playful. “Cindy is the master of 
the fifth wall,” says the wife. 

The spacious kitchen area was transformed with paint, modified cabinetry and a wood-look porcelain 
floor. A decorative ceiling panel with three Vaughan fixtures ties back to the other rooms downstairs. The 
space flows into the family room, which has a mirrored bar at one end that is “outrageous,” says Rinfret. 
“These clients like to have fun. The house is as happy as can be and they love it.”

That’s a sentiment echoed by the wife. “It’s a very fun grandmother’s house. My daughter did end up 
moving to Darien and she has two babies now. They love to come over and splash on the beach.” ✹
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CINDY RINFRET AND TAYLOR LAGERLOEF 
SOUGHT TO BRING THE HOUSE BACK TO ITS MORE FORMAL 

AND AUTHENTIC ROOTS, WHILE LIGHTENING 
THE INTERIORS AND GIVING THEM AN AIRY, WATERSIDE FEEL 


